
Tutorial:  
How to do tentative clade 

assignments of seasonal H3 and 
H1pdm in GISAID using FluSurver 

and NEXTFLU 



Select the strains of interest in GISAID 



Select the strains and add to the analysis 



Choose FluSurver as analysis tool 



Choose the segment/protein to use  
(HA for clade assignment!) 



Click Analyze! 



S91R, S181T, R240Q, I312V are shared among the samples, 
we can use these mutations to see if they are linked to 
specific named clades by connecting with NextFlu 



Click at one of the possible clade-linked mutations 



See the alternative numbering for your information (HA1 
74 without signal peptide) and click on link to NEXTFLU 



You are now at NEXTFLU 
and the tree is colored 
based on the mutation 
you had clicked. Strains 
with S at position HA1 74 
are colored green and 
those with R in orange. 

The orange S91R/S74R strains branched off clade 6b.1 and include clade 164T 

Clade 
designat
ions 



Do the same now for the next mutation (S181T in 
FluSurver = HA1 164 in alternative numbering) 



HA1 S181T/S164T is 
shown in blue and 
corresponds to the 
164T clade designation 



You can also choose 
to color the tree by 
clade designation to 
see better which tree 
parts belong to which 
clade 



Now let’s look at R240Q/R223Q. Note the red warnings for host specificity 
and host receptor binding roles (click on them to learn more). There is also 
a passage bias note. Scroll down and click to see this mutation NEXTFLU. 

Mutation 
in receptor 
binding 
site 



As you can see R240Q/R223Q is 
distributed broadly and appears only 
sparsely across the tree. Together 
with the FluSurver info this supports 
the notion that it is phenotypically 
linked to receptor binding and in this 
case a possible artefact from 
passage adaptation by growing the 
virus either in human/mammalian 
cells (Q) or eggs (R).   



Finally, one could also color 
the whole set of mutated 
positions found in FluSurver 
in first step (remember 
numbering scheme) here in 
NEXTFLU, by typing them 
comma-separated on the 
left. 


